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SUMMARY
Dynamic systems that were once controlled by analog circuits are now controlled by digital
computers. Presented is a comparison of the digital controllers presently used with magnetic
suspension and balance systems. The overall responses of the systems are compared using a
computer simulation of the magnetic suspension and balance system and the digital controllers. The
comparisons include responses to both simulated force and position inputs. A preferred digital
controller is determined from tile simulated responses.
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I. INTI)_OI)UOrlON
The first recorded use of all actively stabilized magnetic suspension system was at the
University of Virginia, USA, in 1937 (Ref. 1). Such systems are now finding many uses,
including the suspension of models in wind tunnels.
Magnetic suspension of a model in a wind tunnel was first achieved in 1957 by researchers at
the Office National d'Ftudes et de Recherches A_rospatiales (ONERA), France (Ref. 2). The
ONERA system controlled models in five degrees-of-freedom in test sections up to 30 cm in
diameter. So far as is known, 17 wind tunnel magnetic suspension systems have been built since
then, with six now in operation (Ref. 3, 4).
All wind tunnel magnetic suspension and balance systems (MSBSs) use controlled dc
electromaguets acting on a suspended body containing a ferromagnetic materiM. With this
approach, stabilization of the position and attitude of the suspended body requires feedback
controllers. Early control systems used analog circuits, each individually designed for a
particular system. Performance was restricted by practical limits on complexity and adjustment
of the controller parameters, and stability of tile analog elements. With the development of
digital computers, digital control became possible, promising many advantages.
One advantage of a digital controller is that it requires less hardware than an analog
controller. A digital controller uses digital-to-analog (I)AC) and analog-to-digital converters
(AI)C) for communication between the computer and the MSBS. The control strategy is
written in software and is easily modified to improve control techniques, either as better
computer systems become available, or the MSBS changes. With a digital controller
tilepossibilitiesof controllersarelimitlessandthegreatflexibilityof softwareallowscomplex
control strategies.
Of the six known wind tunnels using magnetic suspension and balance systems, two are at
NASA Langley Research Center in the USA. The others are at Oxford University and the
University of Southanq_ton in England, the National Aerospace I,aboratory (NAL) ill Japan,
and The Central Aero-llydrodynamics Institute (TsAGI) in the Soviet Uuion.
All of the existing MSBSs are fitted to relatively small wind tunnels. The largest system,
which is in the Soviet Union, installed in a 40 x 60 cm test section and is used for low speed
aerodynamic testing (Ref. 5). Both of the MSBSs in the USA are fitted to low speed
atmospheric fan-driven open-return tmmels. One of the USA MSBS wind tunnels has a 15 cm
diameter octagonal test section. Tire other, known as the Langley 13 inch MSBS, has a 26.7 x
31.8 cm octagonal test section and is used on a fairly regular basis for low speed aerodynamic
tcsting. The MSBS at Oxford is fitted to a 12 x 12 cm hypersonic tunnel. The most highly
developed MSBS is at the University of Southampton. The Southampton system is fitted to an
18 cm octagonal tesl, section an(1 is use(i for dynamic a.s well a.s static aerodynamic testing. The
newest MSBS is tire NAI. system which is fitted to the 10 x 10 cm transonic test section of their
Pilot Cryogenic Wind Tunnel.
Of these six MSltSs, only thrce are digitally controlled. These are the University of
Southampton MSBS, the NASA Langley 13 inch MSBS, and the NAL MSBS. The
Southampton MSBS digitally controls 10 electromagnets using a minicomputer to maintain
control of the model in six degrees of frame(tom. The NASA Langley 13 inch system has only 5
electromagnets controlling five degrees of freedom. The NAL system controls five degrees-of-
freedom using 10 ch'ctromagnets.
Table I gives a complete listing of the existi,g MSBS wind tunnels.
Table1. ExistingMSBSwindtmmcls.
Organization Degreesof Size,em Controller
Freedom
TsAGI
NASA Langley
NASA Langley
Oxford University
University of Southampton
NAL
5
5
5/6
3
5/6
5
40 x 60
26.7 x :_1.8
15 oct.
12 x 12
18 oct.
10 x !0
analog
digital
analog
analog
digital
digital
2. GOVERNING EQUATIONS
The principles of an MSBS can t)e understood by studying a single degree-of-freedom
system. Figure 1 shows a simple single degree-of-freedom MSBS consisting of adc
electromagnet and a suspended maguctlc body. The suspended body must contain some
ferromagnetic material. The electromagnetic field from the coil produces a magnetic force which
attracts tile suspended body to the coil. Gravity acts to pull the suspended body away from the
coil. If the current in the coil increases, the magnetic force of attraction also increases.
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As shown in figure 2, for constant coll current, the magnetic force attracting the body
decreases as the separation distance, x, increases. This decrease in the magnetic force attracting
the body as the separation distance increases makes this system inherently unstable. Because
this system is inherently unstable, a feedback control system is required to regulate the coil
current. The control system must increase the current when the separation distance increases
and reduce the current when the separation decreases. Stable suspension of the body is possible
through proper regulation of the current by the controller.
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Maguetic force - distance characteristics at constant current.
2. I Dynamics of tile Suspcndcxl Body
Tile equation of motion for the suspended body is derived from Ncwlon's second law of
motion.
m_=_r
Neglecting bouyancy, there are four forces acting on the suspended body in a single degree-of-
freedom system as shown in figure 1. These. forces are gravity, the magm.tic force produced by
the coil, a damping force, and any external force acting on the body. Taking positive x in the
direction of gravity, the equation of motion for the |mdy is:
m_ =Fg-FA(X,i)-F D+f (2.1)
In equation 2.1, Fg is the weight of the tmdy, F A is the magnetic force exerted on the body -
by the coil, F D is the damping force acting on the body, and f is an external force.
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Figure 3.-
Current, i
Magnetic force - current characteristics at constant body position.
ThemagneticforceFA, is usually nonlinear. It is a flmction of tile current in tile coil and
the position of the suspended body. Figures 2 and 3 show how this magnetic force varies with
coil current and position of tile body. The variation in force with x and i may be linearized by
limiting the motion of the body and the current in the coil to small variations around their
equilibrium values. (Ref. 6, 7)
Let i(t) = i0+6i(t ) where i0 is a constant current and /fi(t) is a small time-dependent
variation in current around io. Let x(t) = Xo+_ix(t ) where x0 is an equilibrium position and
6x(t) is a small variation in position around xo. Therefore:
FA= F(x0, i0) + _x(FA)lx0, i0 6x(t) + ffi(FA)x0, io 6i(t) + higher order terms (2.2)
F(x0, i0) is the magnetic force of attraction caused by the current i0 with the body at an
equilibrium point x0. The partial derivatives of F A are the slopes of the force curves for
constant current and constant position. Under equilibrium conditions, F(x0, i0) is the magnetic
force required to exactly balance the gravitational force acting on the body and any external
forces which are constant. Therefore:
F(x0, i0) = Fg =mg + fconstant
O K x and _ii(FA)x0, i0 = K i.For small variations in current and position, let _x(FA)x0, i0 =
Equation 2.2 is further simplified by neglecting as insignificant the higher order terms. As
shown in figures 2 and 3, the slopes of the curves are such that Kx is negative and K i is
positive. These force constants can be considered to represent Ihe spring-like stiffness of the
systcm. These force constants can Iw (letermi,wd experimentally for a given equilibrium current
and position.
Equation2.1takesaccountof tile damping forces acting on the body caused by both
aero(ly,lamic (viscous) ;t,t(l eddy current (la,ul)ing. These &uniting forces are ;L_sumcd t, I,.
vcl(rcity depemlcnt. TI,c eddy currenl, dai,llfing is usually very small and can be ignored.
llowever, the aerodynamic damping can be large, especially for wind tunnel testing. The
damping term has a negative sign because the damping force always opposes the motion. A
motion in the positive direction produces a damping force in the negative direction and a motion
in the negative direction produces a damping force in the positive direction. With small
variations in position, the damping force becomes:
FD=C_
The linearize(I equation of motion for I.J,e SUSlrmtled IwMy about an equilibrium point is:
m 5._(t) = K x 5x(t) - K i 5i(t) - C 5k(t) + f
In this equation 2.3, f is the change in external force.
(2.3)
2.2 Governing F,quation of the Magnetic Coil
The governing equation of the electromagnetic coil is the sum of the voltage drop across the
(:oil resistance and the voltage across the electromagnetic coil.
V(t) = i(t) R + (_-_ti(t) I,)= i(t) 1_ + I, d--/i(t_t\ '] + i d(L) (2.4)
Where V(t) is voltage, i(t) is current, L is inductance, and R is resistance.
In addition to being a function of the geometry of the coil, the inductance of the coil is a
fi,nction of the SUSlWnded objects position, L = L(x). The time rate of change of the inductance
,4 .][ \
Substituting this in
equation 2.4 gives:
V(t) = i(t)R +L _(i(t))+ i(t)d (2.5)
This velocity, d(x(t)), is caused by changes in the inductance L, res,,]ting from the motion of
the body. This velocity is not related to a change in coil current. (Ref. 8)
One method of linearizing equation 2.5 is to a.<qllme V(t), i(t), and x(t) are allowed only
small variations around some equilibrium points as a.ss,m,ed in the cqL,ation of motion for the
suspended body. For small variations, V(t) = V0+,_V(t), i(t) = ic,+Si(t), and x(t) = x0+6x(t ).
Substitution of these expressions into eq,mtion 2.5 giw,s:
d +  i(t) S (t) (2.6)
Since V 0 = i0 R, this becomes:
/iV(t) ,Si(t)
If 8i(t) and ,5_(t) are very small, then their prod_,ct is even smaller and can be neglected as
insignificant. Equation 2.7 is further simplified by h;tti,lg iod(L)lxo= Kc because d(L)is a
constant slope for small changes in position as shown in figure 4.
(2.7)
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Figure 4. Induction - body position characteristics at constant current.
Therefore the linearized approximation of equation 2.4 is:
d(,,(,))+ (2.8)
2.3 Single Degrcc-of-Frccdom MSBS Transfer Function
Tile system differential equations for small variations are equations 2.3 and 2.8.
m _fii(t) = Kx _x(t) - Ki _ii(t) - C _f_(t) + f
,V(t) = 6i(t)R + L d(dfi(t)) + K c df_(t)
Assuming the initial con(titions are zero, these equations transfi'r to the Laplacian S-domain as:
mS_AX=Kx AX-K i AI-CSAX+f AV=AIR+LSAI+KcSAX
(mS z CS Kx) AX=-K iAI+f+
10
AV = Al (R +L S)+ Kc SAX
AX(m S 2 + C ,5'- Kx) = -KiAI + f
AV - KcS AXAI = R + I,.q (2.9a, b)
AV Kc
A[ = _ "-'R- SAX
-K i K i Kc
= _ AV+ mR f
AX(S'+CS--_) (I+Ls) (I+Ls) SAX+i_
-K i
{ (_ / +_Ki ))-_)= (1 +_ ) f
Combining equations 2.9a and 2.9b gives the transfer function of this single degree-of-freedom
system (in control nomenclature, this is referred to as the plant transfer function):
- K i
AX = m l---_AV + f (, + _ S}"_ (2.10a)
m ql_S')} -_--}
AX =
+
f
ffi
II
- K i
_ m__v+_0 +__/_ _ ,0_)
Kx K i Kc'_ R K x
A block diagram of this plant is shown in figure 5.
For the system with no change in external force inputs, f=0, there are three poles. The
poles are coupled as seen in equation 2.10a. The pole located at -R/L is the lag time created by
the power supply and electromagnetic coil.
The other two poles depend on the constants associated with the MSBS and the lag time.
Typically these two poles are paired in the complex plane with a pole to the right and a pole to
the left of the imaginary axis. The positive pole caums the system to be unstable.
V
Figure 5. Block diagram of MSBS plant.
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Figure 6. Location of MSBS plant poles in the complex plane.
Figure 6 shows the pole locations of a linearized MSBS plant. By observing the effects the
system parameters have on the pole locations, it is possible to modify thc design of a MSBS to
position the poles.
Tl_e resistance of the coil, R, has a large influence on the location of the pole PI" Increasing
Ft will move P1 to the left iq tile complex plane, lucreasing R will also move P2 slightly to the
left and P3 slightly to the right.
The ind.cta.ce of the coil, l., aim) has a large i.flue.ce 0. the Iocatio. of Pl" Increasing L
moves Pl to the right in the complex plane, l.creasiug L will also move 1)2 slightly to the right
and P3 slightly to the left.
The negative value of Kx is the primary reason for the instability of a MSBS. Increasing
the negative value of Kx causes the poles P1 and P2 to move to the left while moving pole P3
to the right.
13
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Increasing tile damping coefficient, C, moves the poles P1 and Pa to the left and P2 to the
right. This increased aerodynamic damping usually increases the stability of the MSBS.
Another parameter often available during tile design of a MSBS is tile mass, m, of the
suspended body. Increasing tile mass moves the poles Pl and P_ to the right, and pole P3 to
the left.
The constants K i and K e will shift the poles in the same directions. Increasing K i or K c
causes pole P1 to move left, and poles P2 and P3 to move right.
2.4 State Space Representation
The system differential equations with a small input force disturbance, f, are:
Kx f
-fly
6_(t) = 15V(t)- _ 6i(t)--[:-][e 6_(t)
By choosing the state variables as 5x, 5_, and _51,the state-space form is:
_X
5_
0
Kx
= -_-
0
1 0
-C -Ki
m nl
-Kc -P_
37,77,
bx
+ 0
0
{}
(2.11)
y _ [, 0 01
r
/_x
5i
14
Forf=O the system equations are:
6ii(t) = Kx /ix(t)- Ki
_ _i(t) - -cm6,_(t) 61(t)= _v(t)- _ 6i(t) - xKc6_(t)
alld tile sl.aU_.nlm(e rCl_l','.Sclll,_il,ionis;
6_
6_
0 1 0
Kx - C - Ki
-Kc -R
o _--_
bx
#k + 0
I
E
(2.12)
_x
y=[l 00] _x
This state-space rcpresent,ation can be show. I.o be controllable and ob_rval)le. Because
this system is controllable anti observal)le, state-space control laws can be used to control the
system. With a state-space controller tile poles of tile controlled system can be positioned at
any desired location in the complex plane.
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3. MAGNETIC SUSPENSION AND BALANCE SYSTEM CONTROLLERS
Tile typical MSBS is a multiple degree-of-freedom system using, as a minimum, one
electromagnetic coil for each degree-of-f'eedom controlled.
Controlled
electromognet Power
current omplifier
_,_
t Feedbock
controller
Controlled (_]
Model position
verticol inforrnotTon
force
l"igur,. 7. MSI3S ('outrol loop.
The controller in an MSBS used with a wind tunnel must stabilize and control the axial,
lateral, and heave (x, y, z) positions and the roll, pitch, and yaw (_,/9, _) orientations of the
slnsl)et,ded mo(lel (although roll is often left open-loop). This requires continuous adjustment of
the currents in tile electromagnetic coil._. The adjustments of tile coil currents must modify the
attraction force curve in figure 3 to tha_ shown in figure 8 below. (ReL 9)
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Figure 8. Magnetic force - distance characteristics as modified by the controller.
From the plant transfer fullction given in eqllation 2.10, it can be seen that the system is
inherently unstable. A position fecdl)ack is ins_lfficicllt to achieve stability, therefore some form
of rate information is necessary (Ref. 10).
Because position information is usually available, the traditional approach for an MSBS
controller is to generate limited rate information (position derivatives) using analog phase-
advance controllers, proportiollal-(lerivative colbtrolh'.rs, or a proportional-integral-derivative
controllers, often combined with error integrators to minimize steady-state errors. The
controller is located either in the forward path or the feedback path.
3.1 Phase Advance Controller
The standard form of a phase-advance controller is:
[-1+ A S-]
input -, Ll--4--ffT,_j -, olltput
17
(3.1)
Where A and B are the phaze-advance time constants and the ratio of A/B is the high-low
frequency gain.
A single phase-advance can be adequate for some systems, although two or more are usually
combined in series. The values of A and B would depend on the pole locations of an MSBS
plant and the desired system performance.
A single phi-advance has one pole and one zero. The pole and zero of the phase-advance
controller should be located so they affect the stability of the MSBS plant. The idea is to choose
a zero for the phase-advance which will make the system stable. Figure 9 shows the
modifications that a phase-advance makes to the root locus, giving the system a stability range.
The act_ed location of the pole and zero will be based on the plant poles and the desired system
performance.
t_
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Figure 9. Root locus of MSBS with phase-advance controller.
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3.2 ProportionaloInte_al-Derivative Controller
The standard form of a proportional-integral-derivative (P I D) controller is:
input -* IKp + KdS + -K-_I -, output (3.2)
This controller will have a pole located at the origin of the complex plane and two zeros to
the left of the imaginary axis. Again, the location of the zeros can be selected to provide a
range of stability for the system. Figure 10 shows how a P I D controller modifies the root locus
of the MSBS plant.
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Figure 10. Root locus of MSBS with P I D controller.
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4. CONTROLLERS
4.i Development of Digital Controllers for Wind Tunnel MSBSs
The use of digital controllers in MSBSs allows an infinite number of possibilities for
controllers. The first attempts at using digital controls were simply to simulate existing analog
control systems. Tile approach of digitally simulating the analog controller can be simple or
complex as shown for the following MSBS digital control systems. The sections which follow
present a chronological history of the development of digital controllers for wind tunnels.
4.1.1 Oxford, England:
The development of digital control systems for an MSBS started ill 1971 at Oxford
University. The Oxford MSBS controller was implemented with conventional circuitry, using
analog sample-and-hold stages. Discrete-time control was neccssary duc to the use of a scanning
TV system for position detection of a small sphere (Ref. l 1). Three degrees-of-freedom, the
horizontal and vertical I)osition, were controlled iu theMSBS. Although it did not use a true
digital controller, the work is noteworthy since it was fouu(lcd on the same theoretical basis as
[_lrt.('rdigital co=H,rolh'r._. I"urthcrn,ore, th," sysh.n, re(luir,'(I a fi_rmidahly complex piece of
circuitry.
The control algorithm is dcrived from a z-transformation of a phase-advance controller. The
phase-advance transfer function expands in the z-domain as:
-- -}- I)_l z-i-I- b_2
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rewritten as a difference equation, this transfer flmction is:
V k = K Eek + a_ 1 ek_ j + a_zt Ck__ - b_1 Vk_ I - b_2 Vk_23
The controller was located in tile forward loop of the system. The output, Vk, is based on
the previous and twice previous command signals and the present, previous, and twice previous
error signals. The system used 100 control cycles per second.
This system was later developed to include an integrator in tile forward path with
combinations of phase-advance controllers (Ref. 12).
4.1.2 MIT, United States:
The next developments occurred at MIT in 1976, when the theoretical application of full
digital controls to the MSBS was studied (Ref. 13). MIT developed a hybrid simulation of an
MSBS using a microcomputer and an analog computer. A one degree-of-freedom demonstration
system was digitally controlled using a z-transformation of a triple phase-advance controller on
an INTEL 8080 microprocessor. Tile single degree-of-freedom triple phase-advance controller
had the following form:
The re._earchers at MIT gave guidelines for the computing power required for a full MSBS
system. However, financial support could not be obtained fl_r further development of this
system and the work was dropped.
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4.1.3 Southampton, England:
In 1981, researchers at tile University of Southanq_ton developed a two degree-of-freedom
digital controller for their MSBS (Ref. 14). Initially only vertical translation and pitch rotation
were controlled by digitally simulating an analog dual phase-advance controller using a PDP-
11/34 computer. The Southampton system placed the controller in the feedback path of the
circuit and an error integrator in the forward path. The dual pha.se-advance transfer function is:
The Southampton digital algorithm is derivexl from a difference equation approximation of
the controller transfer function. The transfer function is split into four blocks where the third
and fourth blocks are the same as blocks one and two. The. phase-advance time constants A and
B are equal. The n is a constant to obtain the desired high/low frequency gain, nA/B, for the
phase-advance controller when A and B are equal.
The first two blocks were originally approximated as h)llows:
A-_ =(k-Yk_l
Ay
Vtk = Yk + uA-r-_-
where Ay = Yk - Yk-1
giving Yk = (T)Ck + (A__)Yk-t =Vtk Yk -(_'_) Yk-I
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If al-- _,Ta2._.A_._,a3= _, and a4= r__ then these equations can be resolved into
difference equations where:
Yk = al_k + a2Yk-t Vt k = a3Yk+ a4Yk_ l
and
Yk-1 = al_k-I + a2Yk-2 Vtk_ 1 = a3Yk_l+ a4Yk_ 2
then combined:
Vtk = a2Vtk_ t + a3alek + a4atek_ t (4.1a)
Also from the third and fourth block:
V k = azVk_ 1 + azalct k + a4aletk_l (4.1b)
Assuming Vt=e t and combining equations 4.1a and 4.1b in series is then a difference
approximation of a dual phase-advance. The values of the constants A, n, and T used were
different for the two degrees-of-freedom. Tile system initially used 1500 control cycles per
second and fixed point arithmetic programmed in assembly language. A sensitivity to input
noise was discovered but these problems were overcome and development of a six degree-of-
freedom digital controller _gan.
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In 1984 a six degree-of-freedom digital controller was completed (Ref. 15). The system
continued to use the digital phase-advance controller, with minor changes from the ]981
algorithm in the first and third blocks. These changes were:
I 1 l_,ye--* i+AS I
A_-_y = ek - Yk (previously: A-_=ek -Yk-I )
where Ay=yk-Yk_l
T
These equations can also be reduced to difference equations ,as:
Vtk = a2Vtk_l+ aaalek+ a4alek_l
V k = a2Vk_l+ aaaletk+ a4aletk_ 1
(4.2a)
(4.2b)
T and a2= _ which differ from equations 4.1a and 4.1b for the earlier systems.Ilere al=
This form was believed to give superior performance for long sampling intervals (T_A). As
extra control tasks placed increased demands on the control system, increased processing
capability was necessary. This was provided by replacing the PDP-11/34 with a PDP-11/84.
The extra control tasks included position sensor processing and output demand distribution
related to high angle of attack operation (Ref. 16). The control algorithm is in floating point
assembly language and originally operated at 400 control cycles (all six degrees of freedom) per
second. The controller now operates at 256 control cycles per second.
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The error integrator used in the system is located in the forward path. The integrator in
digital form is:
k
Vk= Kin T._ ej (4.3)
j"-0
The error integrator drives the steady-state error to zero.
4.1.4 NASA Langley, United States:
In 1984 the NASA Langley Research Center 13-im'h MSBS we_u converted to digital controls
(Ref. 17). The controller closely followed the Southamt)l.on system, using a PDP-11/23
computer to control five degrees-of-freedom (no roll control). With the same control loop
configuration, the algorithm was modified slightly from the Southampton version to save time
in execution (eliminated one floating point multiplication):
IT] [ A l_, y ._, [l+nA [;]_.,VIe--* "* e "* T(I+ A S)
A _ = (l+!_) Yk £_ Yk-1where Yk = T'-+--A[ k + Yk-l ] and Vlk
This allows the entire dual phase..advance transfer function to bc rearranged as:
T[___] IT A S_] [,1 : q)] y' [I+nAS]_ ,c-+ "-*e'-' (1 A -_ y-*[I+''A S_--*V'--, "(l A . "* _ V
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Thiscanbe expressed as three equations applied in series ,x_:
_--a2 _
a3al_ +ala4_ +alV IVtk = k k-l k-1
Vk--alaaVtk+ala4 Vtk_l+aiVk_ I
A T__2 _ -nA
where, al= T+'----A'a2= A 2' a3: , and a4= T
(4.4a)
(4.4b)
(4.4c)
The NASA controller uses floating point assenll)ly language and a controller operating at 256
cycles per second.
4.1.5 NAL, Japan:
The newest MSBS was commissioned at tile National Aerospace Laboratory, Tokyo, Japan
in 1987, with digital controls used from the outset. Few details of the controller are available.
However, the system appears to use some form of digital approximation of a classical P I D
algorithm carried out on a microcomputer.
v E= Kp + KdS +
Only three degrees-of-freedom were controlled initially, but the system is designed and is being
developed for full control of at least 5 and po,_sibly 6 degrees of freedom (Ref. 18).
A summary of digital controllers for MSBS wind tunnels is shown in fable 2.
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Table2. Digitalcontrollers for MSBS wind tunnels.
Organization
Oxford University
MIT
University of Southampton
NASA Langley
NAL
Date
1971
1976
1981/84
1984
1987/89
Degrees of
Freedom
3
1
2/6
5
3/5 or 6
Controller
Type
phase-advance
phase-advance
phase-advance
phase-advance
proportion- in tcgral- derivative
4.2 Other Digitally Controlled Magnetic Suspension Systems
The first magnetic suspension system was originally developed for use as friction-free bearing
for ultracentrifuge studies. Maguetic su._ension systems are now being developed for
transportation, magnetic bearings, and similar uses. It is worthwhile to review briefly the
development of digital controllers for these uses since many of the problems and potential
advantages are similar to those related to the use of digital control for MSBS used with wind
tunnels.
4.2.1 Loughborough, England:
A single degree-of-freedom demonstration system liars been developed at Loughborough
University, England (Ref. 19). The digital controller algorithm approximates the output and
input as quadratic curvebshown in figure 11. The controller is located in the forward path of
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thecircuit. The coefficients of these qua(lratic curves can then be solved if three points along
the curve are known; the present, and two previous values. The quadratic curves are:
input:
output:
((t)= p + qt + ,G
V(t):P + Qt + Rt 2
(4.5)
Input
¢
Output;
t
-3T -2T
lEl{_ll F-'lg-t El{
-2T -T 0 T 2T
I
I
I
VK_II
I
i
-T
I
v I
I
I
0
j--°.=
I
V..,I
I
| ,,
°'-°o°=
2T
Figure 11. Sample timing for quadratic curve algorithm.
Thecoefficientsofthesequadraticurvescantm solved in terms of the three points along
the curves. The coefficients are:
(3ek_ 4ek_l+ek_2 ) Vk+,(3 - 2()- 4 Vk(1- () + Vk_,(1 - 2()
q- 2-T Q= 2T (4.6)
T---
(_k- 2_k-l+Ck-_ ) R = (Vk+l - 2 Vk+ Vk_l)
2T 2 2'1'2
To obtain the required control, the outl)ut Vk+ j of tile controller is shifted forward an
incremental time, (. This shift forward in time is called strike time and is designed to overcome
calculation and system time lags. The controller i)rovides a control command for a point in the
near future. With these quadratic equations and an appropriate time shift forward for the
output, the algorithm can represent several different controllers. The algorithm has the form:
Vk+l = a0e k + a-lCk_ 1 + a-2_k_ 2 + b0Vk+ b-lVk_ 1 (4._)
In equation 4.7 the coefficients are ba._d on the quadratic curve fit coefficients obtained
from equation 4.6 and the type of constants desired in the controller. If a dual phase-advance
has the form V /'l+nA S_ 2
= \ _ _ } , then the coefficients of equation 4.7 are:
(2 2hA( (2 A 2
,o:(,+_ +_ +_+_ +e)/(,+_-+_)
2n2A 2
a_ i = (-2(-_-(2 4nA( A 2_--T-)/(,+ _ +_)
(2 2nA(, n2A 2x ; A 2
a-2=(_+_ +_-+--_-+-+TJ/tl+_ +_)
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b 0 = (_-_ + ,i,2 t
A 2 A _b_,: +
4.2.2 Mitsul Engineering and Shipbuilding, Japan:
For many years, researchers in Japan have studied the use of magnetic suspension for high-
speed trains. The first known use of digital control techniques was with a magnetically
suspended linear guide developed in 1984 by Nippon Telegraph and Telephone, Kanagawa_as a
technology demonstration (Ref. 20). Although tile rate signals were derived from analog
differentiators, the remainder of tile control loop, inch,ling calculation of a coupling matrix,
were carried out digitally. It appears that the digital hardware was custom built.
A single degree-of-[reedom magnetic bearing has been digitally controlled using a
microcomputer by Mitsui Engineering and Shipbuihling, Okayama. Three approaches to the
synthesis of the digital controller were tested (Ref. 21).
The first approach used a digital simulation of a P 1 D controller. The digital controller
uses the present and two previous position errors to determine the output command to the
system. The rate prediction comes from a quadratic fit to the position error data. The values
used for the proportional and derivative of the position error are at time 1.5T.
T= K Kp+KdS+
Using a quadratic fit to the position error data as in the Loughborough system:
_(t) = p+ qt + rt _
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the position error and its derivative are calculated at time 1.5T.
_(1.5T) = p + q (1.5T) + r (I.5T) 2 i(1.5T) -- q + 2 r (1.5T) 2
Also assuming the integral term is the sum of the I_osil,ion error (]ata over time, the P I D
controller is:
(4.8)
A second controller uses a P D controller using tile same system a.s in equation 4.8 and
letting the integral gain, Kin = 0.
(4.8a)
The third method is a z-transformation of the P 1 D analog controller; where the P I D is
represented as:
V_K Kp+K d S+ n =K pS+ K d +Kit2-- -- S
Using a four-point central difference approximation for the derivatives of ¢, then: (Ref. 22)
ek_ _- 8 Ck_l+ 8 ¢k+1- Ok+2 - rk_2+ 16 ¢k-i- 30 Ck + 16 _k+l- Ok+2
= 12 T _ = 12 'r _
The first derivative of V is approximated by backward-difference where:
_r = _Vk-Vk-1
T
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The P I D controller has the general form:
V _ a2 z2 + al z + ao+ a_lz -1 + a_2z -2
T- 1- z-l
Kp K d
where: a2:- _ - 1_
8 Kp 16 K d
al= -T_ + 12T
30 Kd
a o = T Kin -
8 Kp 16 Kd Kp Kd
a_, = - --iT- + _ a__ = _ - 12----T
This is presented as a difference equation:
V k = a 2 ek+2+ al ¢k+l+ ao ¢k + a-1 ek_l+ a-2 ek_2+ Vk_ 1 (4.9)
The values of ek+ 1 and ek+ 2 are calculated by using tile quadratic approximation of the position
error as used in equation 4.5.
Ok+2= 6 ¢k - 8 ek-I + 3 ¢k-2 Ok+l= 3 Ck - 3 ¢k-1 + ¢k-2
When these values are substituted back into equation 4.9, the output V k is expressed in terms of
the inputs, Ck' ek-t' and ek_ 2.
Vk= (6a2+3al+ao) Ck+ (-8a2-3a_Ta-l) (k_t+ (3a2+al+a-'z) ¢k_2+ Vk_ l (4.1o)
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Tilenextsimplification is to let tile initial value of the controller output, Vo=0, then for
k=1,2,3,4,...
VI: (6a2+3al+ao) el+ (-8a2-3al+a-i) (o+ (3a_+al+a-_) c-l
V2= (6a2T3al-l-ao) e2÷ (-Sa2-3avl-a-t) el+ (3a_+al-t-a-2) e0+ V1
V3: (6a2-F3alq-a0) ca+ (-8a2-3ax+a-l) ¢2-t- (3a_+al+a-2) cx -t- V_
V4: (6a2+3al-Fao) e4+ (-8a2-3al-l-a_l) ca+ (3a2+at+a-2) e2+ V3
The equations above can then be rewritten as:
k
Vk= (5a2+ 2al - a-l- a-z) ek - (3a2+al+a-_) ek-I + (a2+at+a°+a-l+a-2) ._ _J
j-'0
This is a P I D digital controller using only two position-error data points.
(4.11)
4.2.3 Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion Plant, United States:
The Oak Ridge gaseous diffusion plant in cooperation with the University of Virginia
developed a digital magnetic bearing system (Rcf. 23). The flmdamental approach of the
controller is to generate an estimate of the derivative of the, suspended object by real-time curve
fitting of the position data. This single (legree-of-frccdom controller uses a polynomial least
squares fit with exponential weighting to estimate the de,rivative in a P I D controller. The idea
of using exponential weighting is that the data filrthest back in time from the present should
have the least effect on the output. The form of the P I I) control algorithm is:
V = KIKp + Kd S+-_I
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This controller assumes that tile input to the controller is a polynomial curve of order n.
e(t)--a oTalt +a2t 2 +aa ta+...+ant u (4.12)
Tim coefficients of this polynomial are found hy a h,;_t squares 'best fit' with a weighting factor.
These coefficients of the polynomial are chang(_t by incremental amounts, Sa i. The incremental
changes 6a i are determined by the order of the polynomial and the value of the weighting
function, W_ and remain constant. The calculated values for Sa i are:
for (n=l) 5a0=l - W _ Sal=(1 - W) u
for (n=2) _al._--3(1 - W)2(l -_ W)
for (n=3) dfao=l - W 4 _5a,=_(l - W)_(ll + 14W + llW _)
(]- + W) W)'
These incremental changes can be calculated for an n th order system.
The algorithm is used in two forms. One calculates a present time output and the other
calculates a predicted time output.
For the present time output the controller arlgoritlml is:
a) Decide the polynomial order, n and the weighting factor, W
b) Calculate the incremental changes in the polynomial coefficients, 6a i
c) Calculate present position error, ek = r - xk
d) Calculate the change in the errors from prt,dict,;d, Ae= ek- a°
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e)Sum up position error for integral term, Y]3=_k+_e
f) App]y incremental change to coefficients, ai=ai+6aiAc where i=0 to n
g) Calculate present control output,
V = K EKpek + Kda 1 +2 Kda , + Kin_e-]
h) Return to c)
(4.13)
The predicted time output calculates the output from the controller at one time step
forward using the present coefficients and shifting them forward. This is accomplished by
substituting t=t+T into equation 4.12, where T is one time unit. Then:
et(t) = a o + al(t+T ) + a2(t+T) 2 + aa(t+T) a +... + an(t+T) n
Collecting the coefficients tile predicted polynomial is:
el(t) = ato + allt + at2t _ + . . . + atn tn (4.14)
where: at0 =a 0 +a I +a s+aa +a4 +...
arl=a t + 2a 2 + 3a3 + 4a 4 +...
at2=a 2 +3a3+6a 4 +...
ar3=a 3 +4a 4 +...
, , ,
atn = an
The predicted time output algorithm is:
a) Decide the polynomial order, n and the weighting factor, W
b) Calculate the incremental changes in the polynomial coefficients, 6a i
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c) Calculate present position error, _k = r - xk
d) Calculate the change in the errors form predicted, A_= c k- at0
e) Sum up position error for integral term, _¢=_k+_
f) Apply incremental change to coefficients, ai=ai+6aiA_ where i=O to n
g) Shift the polynomial coefficients forward one time set.
h) Calculate the predicted control outp.t,
V : K EKp+a'o + Kpa o + Kd+ 1 a', +2 K l+2a' 2 + K,ila I +2 Kda_+ Kin_, 7
i) return to c)
(4.15)
These two controllers allow tile operator to select any order polynomial and any weighting
factor for the control algorithm. The controller is located in the forward path. This system
provides the most involved controller of all those discussed.
4.2.4 UVa Electrical Engineering, United States:
Magnetic suspensions are used at two locations at the University of Virginia and digital
controllers are being developed for use with these systems.
One group is the Electrical Engineering Department which is studying the use of magnetic
bearings for a rotating shaft (Ref. 24). The system digitally controls the magnetic bearing
through a microcomputer using assembly language. The magnetic bearing system uses a digital
P D controller located in the feedback path where S (z - 1) The general form of a P D
-- T _, "
controller is:
v KdS]T =[Kp +
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When the z-transform of the derivative is substituted into the general formTthe equation is:
K d
Vk= Kpe k + -_--(ek- ¢k_1) (4.16)
This digital controller in equation 4.16 is very simple and provides adequate control of the shaft
with the magnetic bearings. The simplicity of this program allows very high computational
speeds.
4.2.5 UVa Nuclear Engineering and Engineering Pi,ysics, Unit(._! States:
The other group at UVa is in tile Department of Nuclear Engineering and Engineering
Physics. Magnetic suspension is used in this department for experimental studies of gravitation
and general relativity (Ref. 25). The controller is a digital P I I) located in the forward path
and analog filters. The digital P I D is of tile form:
V= K IKp¢ + Kd_ + Kin/_ dt1
where the derivative is calculated using the first two terms of a Taylor series, where:
The integral term is derived by using the Trapezoidal Rule, where:
k
/, dt _ T(.k-t- Ok_,)
k-l
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This integral value is then summed up over the entire time.
_-]_¢= _¢ + _(e k+ Ok_1)
The proportional, derivative, and integral terms are then added to obtain the controller output.
V=K Kp + ek- T ek-I +Kin St (4.17)
This digital controller is simple and provides adequate control of a suspended sphere.
A summary of digital controllers for magnetic suspension systems is shown in table 3.
Table 3.
Organization
Loughborough University
Mitsui Engineering and
Shipbuilding
Oak Ridge Gaseous Diffusion
Plant
University of Virginia,
Dept. of Electrical Engineering
University of Virginia
Dept. of Nuclear Engineering
and Engineering Physics
Digital controllers for magncUc suspension systems.
Date
1986
1984
1986
1987
1989
Controller Type
phase-advance
P I D and P D
PID
PD
I' I I)
Method
quadratic fit
quadratic fit
difference equation
exponential weighting
with polynominal fit
z-transformation
difference equation
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5. DIGITAl, SIMULATION
5.1 Derivation of Equations for Simulation
The MSBS plant described by equation 2.10 is for a single degree-of-freedom MSBS. This
plant can be discretized by several different methods. One method is the Tustin's
transformation which is only an approximation of a conversion between the S-domain and the z-
domain (Ref. 26). For tile Tustin's transformation:
(z-l)5' = 2 where T is the sampling time.
.t
As given in equation 2.10b the MSBS plant is:
AX =
_+ (_+.)+ t_-T-F)-,.,_
For zero input force disturbance, (f=O), the Tusthl's transformation of this equation is:
AX _ a0[l+ z-l+ z-2+ z-a]
_-V-b0 +bl z-I +b2 z-2+b3 z-3
-K i
where a 0 = m L
(5.1)
: (_)(_+_)+_t_- _--,-_-7-<m
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2 3 2:CR K x Ki Kc_ RKx
= (7) (L+i-fi)'T_m L''IiY-_]- Lm
For the case when f#-0 the Tustin's transformed MSBS plant is:
AX = a°[l+ z-l+ :2+ z-3]AV + [%+ a2z-l+ a3z-_+ a4z-3] f
b0 ÷ i't :1 + b+ :_ + b3:3
(5.2)
where tile additional eoefficieJ,ts are:
[3 R
a_= ,m i, + m_T)
a _/3 R _
Using equation 5.2 as tile discretized MSBS l)lant, a simulation can be designed for use on a
microcomputer. This simulation will allow design work for development and comparison of
control algorithms.
5.2 Simulation Program
The sinmlati(m program is written in the BASIC language (Ref. 27). As with most
microcomputer languages, BASIC allows great flexibility in the type of control algorithms that
can be implemented on microcomputers for use as MSBS controllers. Because most MSBS
systems use microcomputers to control the system, the BASIC language program can be used on
an MSBS system or transformed to another computer language for use.
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t
The simulation program includes the digital controllers discussed in chapter 4. The
simulation allows the parameters of the MSBS plant to be changed easily and to observe the
effects these variations have on the system performance. Also, the simulation program has the
ability to vary the parameters in the controller and the type, or method of control used for the
MSBS. The program allows two types of step inputs to the system, a position input and a force
input.
A standard simulation run starts with a unit step position input at simulation time t=0. At
simulation time t=5 seconds a 10-unit step force input is commanded. The simulation run then
stops at t=20 seconds. The program has a graphical display of the suspended body position
trajectory. This graphical display can be scaled to provide a detailed view of the trajectory.
The program also calculates and displays_above the trajectories_certain design parameters that
can be used to compare systems' performances. These design parameters are gains, rise time,
peak times, settling times, overshoots, time, and position. The complete listing of the program
is given in Appendix A.
5.3 Representative Magnetic Suspension and Balance System
The choice of a representative MSBS plant for use in the simulation program is critical in
order to determine how different controllers perform. This representative MSBS should exhibit
the same dynamic characteristics as a real plant. These characteristics are determined by the
location of the poles. As shown in equation 2.111, the pole locations are influenced by many
parameters of the system. Many technical papers have addressed the problem of plant model
verification with experimental results. The model described in equation 2.10 is more complex
than most linearized models. Comparisons between experimental results and linearized models
show that the dynamics of a magnetic suspension system are accurately described.
To obtain the desired MSBS plant dynamics, three poles are needed with locations similar to
those shown in figure 6. Based on the relative location of the poles for a real MSBS plant, a
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suitable choice for the poles of our representative MSBS are: Pl_'2 -10, P2_ -1, and P3 _ 1.
realize these poles_ the parameters of tile system_a.s d_scril_'d in equation 2.10,are:
R=I L=0.1 Kx=l
K i=0.1 Kc=-0.1 m= 1
C=0
With these parameters the actual pole locations of the representative MSBS are PI= -9.9899,
P2= -1.0056, and Pa= 0.9955. The plant, transfer function therefore is:
To
10(l+01s) 
AX= Sa + 10 S__ 0.9 S_ 10 (5.3)
The actual choice of pole locations for this representative plant are not completely random.
Recent work at the NASA Langley 13-inch MSBS has been toward developing a mathematical
model of the system. The early results show the actual system has pole locations similar to
those chosen for the representative plant. Also several reports have shown that the linear
approximations give a good representation of the MSBS dynamics (Ref. 4).
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6. COMPARISON OF CONTROLLEILS BY SIMULATION PROGRAM
Tile simulation program can be easily used to compare the responses of different control
algorithms on a representative MSBS plant. As shown in chapter 4, there are several
philosophies of how a digital controller is derived and the type of controller. Each method has
advantages and disadvantages with the final decision based on tile desired system performance.
Studying digital controller algorithms is best carried out with a computer simulation
program. Standard control systems analysis will not show the difference caused when deriving a
digital controller. These differences are brought about becal,se of approximations made when
converting an analog controller to a digital controller. With the simulation program, the exact
method of how the controller is executed can be programmed. The simulation allows the
method of control to be changed or modified for comparison and development. The main
purpose of the simulation is to study the different controllers to determine the advantages and
disadvantages of a particular control system and compare several of their performance
characteristics.
6.1 lactation of Controller
The two primary uses for magnetic suspension systems are for large gap suspension and
small gap suspension. The difference between large or small gap is based on the distance
between the electromagnets and the suspended body.
Large gap systems include those associated with wind tunnels. These systems require
position input commands to change model position and orientation during wind tunnel tests.
The wind tunnel system must also maintain position and orientation when loads are being
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applied to the model. On the other hand, magnetic bearing suspension systems are small gap
systems. Due 1.o the small gaps, they seldom require a position input command, being mainly
required to maintain a fixed position under applied loads.
The large and small gap systems also have a difference in the power requirements. The
current used in maintaining the suspension is several times greater in a large gap system than a
small gap system. For example the NASA 13 inch MSBS requires approximately 20 amps in
each coil to suspend a model; whereas, the Loughborough MSBS and other magnetic bearing
systems use less than 1 amp in the coil.
The different requirements and power levels for these two systems has produced two classes
of controllers. Most wind tunnel suspension systems have used tile phase advance controller
located in the feedback path of the control circuit and an integral term located in the forward
path. Typically these controllers have performed well to the position inputs and force inputs.
Most magnetic bearing suspension systems use a P I D controller located in the forward
path of the control circuit. This forward path P I D controller responds well to force inputs
but poorly to step position inputs.
The poor performance of the forward path controller to a step position input is caused by
the lead compensation located in the forward path. Given a step position input, the initial
derivative term of the controller is very large which causes a large first overshoot. The large
overshoot is not a problem for a bearing system because position inputs are not expected. The
bearing shaft would ouly momentarily touch the wall of the bearing and would quickly recover
and continue to function properly. This large overshoot can be avoided by not allowing step
inputs to the controller but rather limit the commands to ramp inputs. An advantage of having
the controller it, the forward path is to provide a quick response when compared to controllers
located in the feedback path.
An example of this large overshoot is shown in figure 12. The top graph is the position
trajectory of a P I D controller with the P D part of the controller being located in the feedback
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path. The lower graph is of the same P I D controller with the entire controller located in the
forward path. Each of these controllers have identical gains and are subject to the standard
simulation rua. The only difference is the location of tlte P aud D parts of the controller. These
gains are bas_,d on a 5% overshoot performance for a position input of a P I D controller with
the P I) locat,,d in the feedback path.
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Figure 12. Position trajectories of P I D, (controller location).
4.5
Figure 12 shows tile large overshoot produce(I by a step position input to the forward path
controller as compared with the feedback controller. The response to the force inputs are almost
identical with only minor differences caused by the integral term. TIle results of these responses
are shown in table 4. 'File extremely large overshoot of 48% for the forward path controller is
unacceptable. It is possible to design the forward path P I D controller having a 5% overshoot
to a step position input but the controller then does not have sufficient stiffness to withstand
large force inputs. By adjusting the overall gain of the forward path P I D controller, a
minimuln first overshoot can be found. In table 4 the I' I D "best _ is the best response to a unit
st(q) position input for t.ho forward i)alh P I l) c(mit,,ll,r.
Table 4. P l D controller location. (Position input)
Controller
P I D, flback
P I D, ward
P I D, ,'st"
Overall
Gain
362
362
522
Rise
Time, s
0.41
0.17
0.13
Peak Settling
Time, s Time, s
0.84 1.29
0.46 1.15
0.35 1.64
First
Overshoot
1.050
1.481
1.470
Tl,is large overshoot i._ also preseut when usillg a dual pha.se-a_lvance controller in the
forward path. Figure 13 shows two positio, trajectories fi)r dual phase-advance controllers. The
top trajectory is fi,r the controller located in the feetll)a('k path and in the bottom trajectory the
controller is located in the fi)rward path. Each coutrollcr is sul)jcct to a standard simulation
r[lIl.
Again the forward llill.h It;is :ill Illi;l¢Cl'lit;lllh' []rM. ov,'rshool.. Tllese dual phase advance
controllers are ideqtica] except for the Iocat, ion of the controller. The gains are based on a 5%
overshoot performance fi)r tim fi_edback ([ua] pil,_se-advance controller. The results of these
responses for a step position input arc shown in table 5. The responses to the force input are
nearly identical
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Table 5. D P A controller hwation. (Position input)
Controller
D P A, feedback
D P A, forward
D P A, "best"
Overall
Gain
2080
2080
1602
Rise
Time, s
First
Overshoot
Peak Settling
Time, s Time, s
0.47 0.93
0.18 0.63
0.22 1.05
0.21 1.050
0.07 1.528
0.08 1.487
By adjusting the overall gain of the forwa,'d path dual phase-advance controller, a minimum
first overshoot can be found, lu tal)le 5, the dual I)hase advance "lx_st" has the best response to
a unit step input for the h>rward I)ath (:(mt,'oller.
Tlle rise, peak, and settling times are greatly improved by having tile controller located in
the forward l)ath, llowever, these a(Iwmtages are ow_rshadowed by the unacceptable first
overshoot.
Using a controller in tile forward Imth of a wind tunnel system could be dangerous. During
a large overshoot tile model could I)e lost from the view of the position sensors causing loss of
model control. This is not to say that forward path controllers should never be used. However,
care should be taken in the type of position inputs given to the controller.
6.2 Comparison of I)ual Pha.sc Advauce Controlh:rs
To compare the different algorithms of the digital l)hase-advance controllers, the constants
within the controllers must I)e the same. Each dual I)h;Lst_advauce controller is located in the
feedback path and has an iulegrator ad(h'd to the forward l)ath to help improve performance by
driving the steady-state error to ze,'o. This integrator is based on equation 4.3. The integral
gain is set at Kin=0.5 iq all the algorithnls. The controller time constant is also fixed at
A=0.01. The high/low frequency gain is set to n=10. Tile only adjustable constant in each
controller is the overall gain, K. With the constatH.s being the same in each controller, the
differences in performance of the digital d,al i)hase°advance controllers can be compared.
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..Therearefour dual phase-advance controllers that are compared using the simulation
program, q'hese are the qh,slin's D P A, Southaml_ton, NASA, and l,oughborough controllers.
For the Tustin's I) P A algorithm, the Tustin's mel,h_xl is u_d to discrctize a dual phase-
•eAvance controller. The derivation of the Tustin's !) P A controller is shown in Appendix B as
equation B-3. The Southampton controller is obtained from equations 4.2a and 4.2b, the NASA
controller is from equations 4.4a, 4.4b, and 4.4c, and the Loughborough controller is from
equation 4.7.
Because the wind tunnel type controllers are concerned with position and force inputs, the
?
performance analysis must include these inputs. A standard comparison run starts at tile
simulation time t=0 with a unit step position input. At simulation time t=5 seconds a 10 unit
: ste p force input is commanded. The computer program stops after 20 seconds of simulation
time. The performance of the controller can be determined from these two input commands.
6.2.1 5% Overshoot Performance:
For dual phase-advance controllers, one design criterion for comparing the controllers is to
adjust the overall gain for a first overshoot of 5% for a unit step position input. Figure 14
shows the position trajectories for this 5% position input overshoot of each controller.
The results of these trajectories are shown in tables 6(a) and 6(b). Table 6(a) shows several
performance parameters obtained from a position input. Table 6(b) shows the performance
parameters obtained l'rom a force input.
=
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tTable I;(a). D P A, 5% overshoot. (Position input)
]Method of Overall
discretization Gain
[Tustin's D P A 2784
ISouthampton 2665
N._SA 2720
2080Loughborough
Rise
Time,
0.18
0.17
0.17
0.21
Peak
s ! Time, s
Settling
Time, s
First
Overshoot
0.36 0.83 1.050
0.34 0.96 1.050
0.33 0.95 1.050
0.47 0.93 1.050
i .
i
I
Table
Method of
discretizatlon
Tustin's D P A
Southampton
NASA
Loughborough
6 b).
Overall Peak
Gain Time, s
2784 0.24
2665 0.23
2720 0.22
2080 0.27
D P A, 5% overshoot. (force input)
Settling
Time, s Overshoot
15.00 1.083 1.00
15.29 1.090 1.00
11.34 1.086 1.00
15.77 1.102 1.00
Final
Position
These results show that, all the controllers perh_rm well in controlling the system with li_ti_,
difference in their performances, llowever the results for a position input show that the Tustin's
D P A controller performs "best" because of its low settling time. The rise and peak times of
the Tustin's D P A controller are similar to those of the NASA and Southampton controllers.
Table 6(b) shows the results from a force input. This is important because it shows the
spring-like stiffness of the system which is caused by the c(mt,roller. This stiffness is related to
the overshoot caused by a force input. The Tustin's D P A and NASA controllers have nearly
equal stiffness. Table 6(b) shows tliat the NASA method provides the "best" settling time from
a force input to the controller.
The integral gain, Kin has a major influence in the response to a force input. A high
integral gain improves the response to force inputs by reducing the settling time. This high gain
also increases instability.
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6.2.2 Minimum First Oversh(x)t Performance:
With increased overall gain for the dual piiase:advance c0ntr0]]er, the system response
represents an overdamped system. The system performance is improved if the overall gain is
increased so the first overshoot is minimum for a position input. Any increase in gain causes the
second overshoot to be larger than the first overshoot. Figure 15 shows the position trajectories
of each system based on this minimum first overshoot gain value.
Tables 7(a) and 7(b) show the different controllers' performances based on the minimum
first overshoot system performance.
Table 7(a). D P A, minimum
Method of Overall
dlscretization Gain
Tustin's D P A 3202
Southampton 2939
NASA 2995
Loughborough 3115
Rise
Time,
0.18
0.17
0.17
0.26
first
Peak
s Time, s
0.35
0.33
0.32
0.54
overshoot. (Position
Settling
Tin|e, s
0.76
0.88
input)
First
Overshoot
1.005
1.014
1.04 1.014
0.59 1.013
Table 7(b)i D P A, minimum first overshoot. (Force input)
Method of Overall
discretization Gain
Tustin's D P A 3202
Southampton 2939
NASA 2995
Loughborough 3115
Peak Settling
Time, s Time, s
0.22 14.80
0.21 14.89
0.21 11.21
0.19 14.84
Overshoot
1.071 1.00
1.081 1.00
1.077
1.062
Final
Position
1.00
1.00
'Fables 7(a) and 7(/)) show that operating the system with minimum first overshoot
improves the performance when compared to the 5% overshoot system shown in tables 6(a) and
6(b). The minimum first overshoot controllers have better rise, peak, and settling times plus an
increase in the stiffness of the system.
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From table 7(a), using the settling time as tile perfi)rmance criteria, the Loughborough
controller is the "best", except for its rise time and peak times. If choosing a controller based on
the minimum first overshoot system performance, the l,oughborough controller is preferred
because of its low settling time.
In table 7(b) the response of a force input is given which shows that the Loughborough
controller provides the "best" stiffness. The NASA controller provides the "best" settling time.
6.2.3 Execution Times:
One of the seldom mentioned design criteria for digital controllers for MSBS is execution
time. Execution time is extremely important in providing a good controller. Execution time is
based on the number of calculations each controller must make in order to operate. Execution
time is highly dependent upon the hardware and software that tile controller uses. The faster
controllers having a short execution time are preferred if they can provide adequate control of
the system. Table 8 shows a representative time required to complete 25000 cycles of the
controllers using the simulation program. Each of these dual ph_t_-advance controllers have
nearly equal execution times. The best controllers in terms of execution time are the Tustin's
and Loughborough controllers.
Table 8.
Method of
discretization
Tustin's D P A
Southampton
NASA
Loughborough
D P A relative execution times.
],xecutmn
Time, s
4O
43
43
40
54
Thedifferencein the"best"controllers for a 5% overshoot system and a minimum first
overshoot system shows how important it is to choose a design criteria which best suits the
desired system performance. Because there are many po._qible uses for tile controllers, one should
base the choice of controller on the expected us_ and desired performances of the system.
6.3 Comparison of Proportional Integral Derivative Controller
As shown earlier, controllers located in tile forward path of an MSBS system have a large
first overshoot to step-position input. Comparison of controllers in their forward path is useful
even though they would perform better if located in the feedback path. Most of the P I D
controllers used with magnetic bearing systems are located in tile forward path. The comparison
of the forward path controllers is useful because the response to force inputs and the stiffness of
the system will be the same regardlesss of the controllers' location. These force responses and
stiffness can then be compared with other controllers.
To compare the P I D controllers in the forward path, a set of design criteria must be
established. To compare the P I D controllers, each controller must have the same gains within
the controller and adjust only the overall gain of the controller. Tile constants chosen are
Kp=l, Kd=0.4, and Kin=0.5. The value of th_ integral gain is the same as the value used in
the phase advance controller comparison. The proportional and derivative gains were obtained
from an analysis of the UVa controller described in equation 4.16. The proportional and
derivative gains are I),_se<t oil the I_.st possible response of this P I D controller. As shown
earlier, a P I D controller in the forward path does not have an acceptable first overshoot
response to a unit step position input.
There are six P I D controllers which are co,upared using the simulation program. These
P I D controllers will be referred to as Tustin's P I D, equation 4.8, equation 4.10, equation
4.11, equation 4.16 and equation 4.17. The Tustin's P 1 D controller is derived in Appendix B
as equation B-5. The controller described by equations 4.8, 4.10, and 4.11 are all derivations
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fromMitsuiEngineeringandShipbuihting.Thefifth controller, equation 4.16, is from tile UVa
Electrical Engineering Department and equation 4.17 from theUVa Nuclear Engineering and
Engineering Physics Department.
One controller described in chapter 4 that is not used in this comparison is the Oak Ridge
controller described by equations 4.13 and 4.15. The described controller algorithm will not
control the simulated MSBS plant. The published documentation of this control algorithm is
thought to contain an error and further clarification is being sought (Ref. 23).
6.3.1 Minimum First Overshoot Performance:
The design criteria for comparing tile P I D controllers are to minimize the first overshoot
for a unit step-position input and to have the highest possible overall gain. In each case there is
a unique gain which provides a minimum first overshoot.
The simulation run is the same as used with the dual phase advance controllers. At
simulation time t=0 a uuit stet)-position input is commanded. Following this at time t=5
seconds a step-force input of 10 units is given. The simulation stops after 20 seconds.
The resulting position trajectories for each controller are shown in figure 16. The
performance characteristics of these P 1 D controllers are presented in tables 9(a) and 9(b).
Table 9(a). P I D, minimum first overshoot. (Position input)
Method of Overall Rise Peak Settling
discretization Gain Time, s Time, s Time, s
Tustin's P I D 396 0.16 0.43 1.38
Equation 4.8
Equation 4.10
Equation 4.11
Equation 4.16
Equation 4.17
522
359
360
361
359
0.13
0.17
0.17
0.17
0.17
0.35
0.46
0.46
0.46
1.64
1.45
1.45
2.02
0.46 1.47
First
Overshoot
1.569
1.470
1.594
1.594
1.598
1.598
56
,¢
Table 9(b). P I D, minimum first overshoot. (Force input)
Method of Overall Peak Settling Final
discretization Gain Time, s Time, s Overshoot Position
Tustin's P 1 D 396 0.60 15.71 1.506 1.00
Equation 4.8 522 0.55 15.02 1.346 1.00
Equation 4.10 359 0.62 15.57 1.567 1.00
Equation 4.11 360 0.62 15.43 1.565 1.00
Equation 4.16 361 0.62 15.39 1.568 1.00
Equation 4.17 359 0.63 15.47 1.573 1.00
From figure 16, and tables 9(a) and 9(I)) the "best" P I D cohtroller is described by
equation 4.8. This controller has t.hc fastest rise altd peak times and the lowest overshoot for a
position input. The Tustin's P I D has the "l_esl." settling time. For a force input, the equation
4.8 controller has the largest sl.iffncss as showll by l.he low overshoot value from a force input as
shown in table 9(b). The eql,ation ,I.8 colltroller also h,_s the "best" settling time from a force
input.
The controllers of equatioqs 4.10 and 4.11 are nearly idcl,tical in response because equation
4.11 is a derivation of equation ,I.10. Th,' t,cthod used i,J deriving the algorithm for equations
4.16 and 4.17 is simple aud )rovides a similar ,'esl)onse to the complex aigoritlims of equations
4.10 and 4.11.
\
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6.3.2 Execution Times:
The execution times for the P I D controllers were determined by the same method as used
{'or the execution times of the dual phase advance controllers. Table I0 shows the execution
time required to complete 25000 cycles of the controller. The table shows that each P I D has
nearly identical execution times.
Table 10.
Method of
discretization
Tustin's P I D
Equation 4.8
Equation 4.10
Equation 4.1 I
Equation 4.16
Equation 4.17
P I D relative execution times.
Execution
Time, s
35
35
34
34
35
35
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7. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
7.1 Best Overall Controller
The choice of the "best" overall controller is COml_h,tely dependent on the desired system
performance and intended use. The best location for the controller is the feedback path. The
advantages of a forward path controller in reducing tile rise, peak, settling, and execution time,
do not overcome the inability to adequat/:ly control the system for a step-position input. The
dual phase advance controllers provide superior performance in controlling the representative
MSBS system when compared to the P I D controller. The choice of the feedback dual phase-
advance controller as the "best" is based on the controller's suitability for a large gap MSBS
system. The dual phase-advance controllers provide betler stiffness than the P I D controllers.
The "best" of the forward path P ! D controllers is the Mitsni Engineering and
Shipbuilding, equation 4.8. '['his controller is derived using a quadratic fit. This type of
quadratic fit transformation also produced the "best" overall feedback dual phase-advance
controller from Loughborough, equation 4.7. These quadratic fit. controllers are simple to derive
when compared to some of the other controllers. A featl,re of the quadratic fit is the selection of
strike time, _which influences the response of the system. This strike time can be chosen to
optimize a given system's performance.
6O
Nearlyall thecontrollershave the same basic generic equation as shown below.
Vk= a2 ek+2 + al ek+l + ao ek + a-l Ok-1 + a-2 (k-2 q- b-t Vk-l + b-2Vk-2
The only difference is tile method used to determine the coefficients and the coefficient values.
The quadratic fit controllers provide both good control and a simple method of deriving the
controller coefficients. The values of ek+ 2 and Ck+ 1 are controller input values which are future
values that have not oecured. These values are predictive by the quadratic fit controllers.
7.2 Future Methods of Control
With the development of modern control theories, the application of state-space type
controls to an MSBS is likely to be an extension for future controllers. As shown earlier, the
linearized mathematical model of an MSBS is both observable and controllable. This allows the
selection of any desired system performance by tile pole placement methods. These pole
locations are only limited to the ability of the power supply. Another advantage of a state-space
controller is in the simplicity of implementing tile controller algorithm on computers. As with
digital simulation of analog controllers, the possibilities of state-space controllers are also
unlimited.
One of the requirements for MSBS systems is the feedback signal to obtain stability. This
feedback signal is usually body position, which is used to determine a velocity/derivative control
signal. The idea of using acceleration feedback which can be integrated to obtain velocity and
position is possible. The instrumentation to produce this feedback must he adaptable to strong
magnetic fields. ONERA, in 1968, suspended a model with a telemetry package that included
four accelerometers (Ref. 28). The response times of the controllers will improve using
acceleration feedback. Work is presently underway to study the use of acceleration feedback in
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anMSBSsystem. The final goal would be the development of an internal rate gyro to obtain
all the position information of the model.
All the controllers discussed in this report arc linear controllers which do provide adequate
control of an MSBS system. An improvement ill system performance can be obtained by the
development of nonlinear or adaptive controllers. These controllers will be more complex to
develop and program. Presently, some digital controllers do have nonlinear controls which limit
the output command to tile power supply so as not to exceed its capabilities. The need for
nonlinear controllers is evident in the wind tunnel because of the large changes in forces or body
orientation during a run. With tile present controllers, a standard wind tunnel run requires the
operator to change the controller gains when the forces on the body change. These gain changes
are referred to as gain scheduling and have been used at the University of Southampton in
obtaining high angle-of-attack suspension. (Rcf. 16)
7.3 Effects that any Approximations may have on Results
Several approximations are made in the derivation of the governing equation for an MSBS
system. These approximations are considered reasonable simplifications to the nonlinear
equations of a trne MSBS. Several reports have shown that the linear approximation gives a
good representation of the MSBS dynamics (Rcf. 4). These approximations apply well to the
magnetic bearing systems and to the wind tunnel systems while operating at their equilibrium
poiuts. The equations do not adequately represent the (lynan,ics during large position changes
away from the equilibrium point. In practice, the controllers which are designed using the linear
MSBS plant also adequately control the system during large position changes from equilibrium.
For any MSBS, the choice of a controller is extremely important because the controller will
directly determine the performance of the system. However, the most important choice for any
MSBS system is the available power supply. An ideal controller can have output commands
that are beyond the capabilities of the power snpl)ly. It is possible to operate a system where
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thepowersupplycapabilitiesarelow. Greatcareis required ill the type of commands or loads
applied to such a system. The limitations of tile power supply are not usually a problem with
magnetic bearings because of the low currents used. For ttle large gap MSBS, as in a wind
tunnel, the power supply limitations are a continuing concern. The limitations of the power
supply used to provide the required currents to the suspension coils have not been covered
extensively. This could allow a controller to be chosen as tile "best" which requires more power
than is available. A designer should be constantly aware in the choice of the best controller.
7.4 Applications to Multi-Degree of Freedom System
In a multi-degree-of-freedom system, several controllers must act together to maintain
stability. For a multi-degree-of-freedom system, the relation of the magnetic forces to body
position are highly coupled and largely dependent on the arrangement of the coils. Decoupllng
of this relation into the required degrees-of-freedom is required for control. This decoupling is
presently done for all MSBS associated wiih Wind tunnels with good results in controlling a
2 "
specific degree-_f-freedom. There is a sllght coupling between some degrees--of-freedom; however,
this quickly dies out in a few computational cycles.
• . :2
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APPENDIX A
. , =
Program Listing
The simulation program is written in Microsoft Quick Basic, Version 4.5. Below is a block
diagram of the controller and MSBS plant used in this program.
Input _(
Command
/
H_
_t forward pathcontroller
feedback path I<controller
Z
67
Forces/Moments
This program displayed and saved the position trajectories of a simulation run.
printout of'the program's display.
ii:44:54
Tiae : 10.881t
Rise Tiae = 8.188
Peak Time 1 = 5.248
Settlln9 Time 1 = 0.838
Oversl_ot 1 = 1.883
I_ Simulation
]hstin's Method, _al Phase _lvance
1(:-2784
Position :
Peak Tiae Z :
Settlin9 Tiae Z =
Ouetshooi 2 :
1.886
5.248
8.888
i.883
Below is a
P
o
s
i
t L a,_
i "
II
(Program Listing)
CLS
CLEAR
'Saved as MSBSSIM.BAS
I
I
I
I
I
1
I
I
L ...... /___
I I
1 I
I I
Time
'OPEN "B:filename" FOR OUTPUT AS #1
'Sampling Time
T = .01
'The MSBS plant variables
Kx = -1
Kc = -.l
Ki = .1
m-1
R=I
L=.I
C=0
'The
a0 _-
al =
a2 =
a3 --=
a4 =
b0 =
bl =
b2 =
MSBS plant coefficients
-El / m / L
R/m/ L-l- 2/m /T
3*RlmlL+2ImlT
3*i_lmlL-21mlT
I I I I I
I I I I I
I 1 I I I
I I
I I
I
t
I
I
I
I I I
I I I
I__J__ I
I I I
I I I
___1 .... J---L__
I I I
I I I
1 1 I
R/m/L-2/m/T
(2/T) ^3+( 21T)'2,( R/L+C /m )+ 2 /T ,( C, R/m /I, + Kx/in-Ki* Kc/L Im )+ R* Kx/L /m
-3,(2/T)'3-(2/T)'2*(R/L+C/m)+2/T*(C*R/m/I,+Kx/m-Ki*Kc/L/m)+3*R*Kx/L/m
3,(21T)'3-(21T)'2,(R/L+C/m)-2/T*(C*R/m/L+ Kx/,n- Ki*Kc/L/m)+3*R*Kx/L/m
68
52
53 = -(2/W)'3+(2/T)'2,(R/L+C/m)-2/W*(C*rqn,/l,+Kx/m-gt*Kc/L/m)+R*Kx/L/m
'Screen layout
tmax = 20
train = 0
XMAX = 2
xmin = 0
SCREEN 9
COLOR 14, 1
VIEW (40, 125)-(620, 320), 9
WINDOW (tmin-.01*tmax, xmin-.02*XMAX):(tmax+.01*tmax, XMAX+.02*XMAX)
LINE (tmax
LINE (tmax
LINE (tmax
LINE (tmax
LINE (tmax
LINE (tmax
LINE (tmax
LINE (tmax
'Label
LOCATE 12
LOCATE 13
LOCATE 14
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
LOCATE
'Borders
LINE (train, xmin)-(tmin, XMAX), 14
LINE (tmin, xmin)-(tmax, xmin), 14
LINE (train, XMAX)-(tmax, XMAX), 14
LINE (tmax, xmix)-(tmax, XMAX), 14
'Horizontal lines
LINE (tmin, .25 • XMAX)-(tmax, .25 • XMAX), 8,, &IIFF00
LINE (tmin, .5 * XMAX)-(tmax, .5 * XMAX), 1 l,, &]IFF00
LINE (tmin, .75 * XMAX)-(tmax, .75 * XMAX), 8,, &IIFF00
'Vertical lines
LINE (tmax • .1, xmin)-(tmax • .1 XMAX), 8, &IIFF00
• .2, xmin)-(tmax • .2 XMAX), 8, _IIFF00
• .3, xmin)-(tmax * .3 XMAX), 8, _IIFF00
• .4, xmin)-(tmax * .4 XMAX), 8, &iIFF00
• .5, ×min)-(tmax • .5 XMAX)I 8, &IiFF00
• .6, xmln)-(tmax • .6 XMAX), 8, &iiFF00
• .7, xmin)-(tmax * .7 )(M'AX)(8, &iIFF00
• .8, xmin)-(tmax * .8(XM-)_X-),8, _iIFF00
• .9, xmin)-(tmax * .9 XMAX), 8, &IIFF00
2: PRINT "P"
2: PRINT "o"
2: PRINT %"
15 2: PRINT "i"
16 2: PRINT "t"
17 2: PRINT "i"
18 2: PRINT "o"
19 2: PRINT "n"
LOCATE 2, 30: PRINT "MSBS Simulation"
'Input step of position
ref = 1
LOCATE 3, 2: PRINT TIMES
Total = Total + T
'GOSUB 100
'GOSUB 250
'GOSUB 300
'GOSUB 450
'GOSUB 475
'GOSUB 525
'GOSUB 550
'GOSUB 600
'Tustin's D P A, equation (B-3) feedback path
'NASA D P A, equations (4.4a), (4.4b), and (4.4c) feedbackpath
'Southampton D P A, equations (4.2c), and (4.2d) feedback path
'Loughborough D P A, equation (4.7) feedback path
'Loughborol,gh D P A, efiuatlo/l'r'(4.7) l'ee(lback t/afll ....
'UVa P D, equation (4.16) feedback path
'UVa P D, equation (4.16) forward path
'Japan P I D, equation (4.8) forward path
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59
6O
70
'GOSUB650
'GOSUB750
'GOSUB800
GOSUB 850
'GOSUB 900
'GOSUB 1000
'GOSUB 1100 'Tustin's P I D, equation (B-5) forward path
'Total Error Sum
SUError = ABS(Xpl - X) / ref + SUError
'Max. Overshoot and Peak Time for Position Input
IF X > MAXX THEN MAXX = X
IF X = MAXX TIIEN PTIME = Total
'Max. Overshoot and Peak Time for Force Input
IF Total > 5 AND X > MAX2 THEN MAX2 = X
IF X = MAX2 TIIEN PTIME2 = Total
'Rise Time
IF X <= (.1 * re o TtIEN RT1 = Total
IF jj = 1 THEN GOTO 98
IF X >= (.9 * ref) TIIEN jj = 1
IF X >= (.9 * ref) AND jj = 1 TIIEN RT2 = Total
RISE = RT2 - RT1
LOCATE 6,15:
LOCATE 9,13:
LOCATE 7,13:
LOCATE 7,43:
LOCATE 5,20:
LOCATE 5,46:
LOCATE 9,43:
'Position Input
p = .001
IF j_ = 1 TIIEN GOTO 59
'Japan P D, and I, equation (4.8) feedback path
'Japan P I D, equation (4.11) forward path
'Japan P I D, equation (4.10) forward path
'UVa P I D, equation (4.17) forward path
'Oak Ridge P I D, equation (4.13) forward path, (Not Working)
'Oak Ridge P I D, equation (4.15) forward path, (Not Working)
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT
PRINT "Overshoot 2 =': LOCATE 9,57: PRINT USING "##.###'; MAX2
Settling Time
"Rise Time =': LOCATE 6,27: PRINT USING "@#.###'; RISE :
"Overshoot I =': LOCATE 9,27: PRINT USING "##.###'; MAXX
"Peak Time 1 =": LOCAT E 7,27:pRINT US!NG]##.###'; PTIME
"Peak Time 2 =': LOCATE 7,57: PRINT USING "##.##"; PTI.ME2
"Time =": LOCATE 5,26: PRINT USING " ##.###"; Tota!
"Position =": LOCATE 5,57: PRINT _SING "_.###"; X
IF (ABS(Xpl-X)<p.X) AND (ABS(Xp2-X)<p.X) AND (ABS(Xp3-X)<p,X) AND (ABS(Xp4-
X)<p,X) AND (ABS(Xp5-X)<p,X) AND (ABS(XPfi-X)<p*X) AND (ABS(Xp7-X)<p*X) AND
(ABS(Xp8-X)<p,X) TIIEN SETTIME = Total
IF SETTIME = Total TIIEN jjj = 1
LOCATE 8,9: PRINT"SettlingTime 1 = ""
LOCATE 8,27: PRINT USING " ##.### ";SETFIME
'Force Input Settling Time
pp = .0005
IF jjjj = 1 TIIEN GOTO 70
IF fd > 1 TIIEN GOTO 60 ELSE GOTO 70
IF ABS(X - ref) / ref < pp AND ABS(Xpl - ref) / ref < pp AND inS(Xp2 - ref) / ref < pp
AND ABS(Xp3 - ref) / ref < pp AND ABS(Xp4 - re0 / ref < pp AND ABS(Xp5 - ref) / ref <
pp AND ABS(XP6 - ref) / ref < pp AND ABS(Xp7 - ref) / ref < pp AND ABS(Xp8 - ref) / ref
< pp TIIEN SETTIME2 = Total
IF SETTIME2 = Total AND Total > 6 THEN jjjj = 1
LOCATE 8,39: PRINT "Settling Time 2 =':
LOCATE 8,57: PRINT USING "##.### "; SETTIME2
'Shift the variables back in time
fdp3 = fdp2
fdp2 = fdpl
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8O
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fdpl = fd
Xp8 = Xp7
Xp7 = XP6
XP6 = Xp5
Xp5 = Xp4
Xp4 = Xp3
Xp3 = Xp2
Xp2 = Xpl
Xpl = X
Ep3 = Ep2
Ep2 = Epl
Epl = E
Vp3 = Vp2
Vp2 - Vpl
Vpl = V
PSET (Total, X), 15:
'PRINT #1, USING " ###.###"; Total; X
'Input step of force
IF Total > 5 THEN fd = 10
IF Total > tmax AND Total < tmax + T TIIEN GOTO 80 ELSE GOTO 52
LOCATE 24, 37: PRINT "Time"
BEEP
LOCATE 3, 2: PRINT TIMES
CLOSE
END
'Subroutines
100 'Tustin's D P A, equation (B-3), feedback path, plus error integrator
IF first = 1 GOTO 110
K = -2784
LOCATE 3, 21: PRINT "Tustin's D P A, equation (B-3)"
LOCATE 4, 35: PRINT "K='; K
BEEP
gain = 1
Kin = .5
A = .01
n=10
.... A)cO=(T*T +4*n* A ,T +4*n,n* A , A) ] (T *T +,t* A * T-t-_4*A:*
el = (2,T,T-8, n, n, A, A)/(T,T+4, A,T+4, A, A)
c2= (T,T-4, n, A,T+4, n, n, A, A)/(T,T+4, A ,T+4* A, A)
c3 = (2,T,T- 8, A, A) / (T, T+ 4, A,T+ 4, A, A)
c4 = (T,T- 4, A,T+ 4, A, A)/(T, T+ 4, A, T + 4, A, A)
d l = Kin • T
ll0 E = ref* gain - G
Etotal = E + Etotal
Z=E+dl*Etotal
V=K*Z
X = (a0,(V+Vpl+V.p2+Vp3)+al,fd+a2,fdpl+a3*fdp2+a4*fdp3-bl*Xpl-b2*Xp2-b3*Xp3)/b0
G=c0*X+el*Xpl +c2*Xp2-e3*Gpl-c4*Gp2
Gp2 = Gpl
Gpl = G
71
first = 1
RETURN
250 'NASA D P A, equations (4.4a), (4.4b), and (4.4c), feedback path, plus error integrator
IF first = 1 GOTO 260
K = -2777
LOCATE 3, 26: PRINT "NASA D P A, equations (4.4a), (4.4b), and (4.4c)"
LOCATE 4, 35: PRINT "K='; K
BEEP
gain = 1
Kin = .8
A = .01
n=10
cl =A /(T+A)
¢2 = (T • T) / (A • A)
c3=l+n,A/T
c4 = -n • A / T
d l = Kin • T
d2 = cl * c3 * c2
d3 = cl * c4 * c2
d4 = cl * c3
d5 = cl * c4
260 E = ref. gain - G
Etotal = E + Etotal
Z=E+dl. Etotal
V=K*Z
X=(a0*(V+Vpl +Vp2+Vp3)+al*fd+a2, fdpl +a3, fdp2+a4, fdp3-bl,Xpl-b2,Xp2- b3*Xp3)/b0
UU=d2, X +d3*Xpl +cl, UUpl
G =d4* UU+dS* UUpl +cl*Gpl
UUpl = UU
Gpl = G
first = 1
RETURN
300 'Southampton D P A, equations (4.2c) and (4.2d), feedback path, plus error integrator
IF first = 1 GOTO 310
K = -2665
LOCATE 3, 22: PRINT "Southampton 1) P A, equatio, (4.2c), and (4.2d)"
LOCATE 4, 35: PRINT "K="; K
BEEP
gain = 1
Kin = .5
A = .01
n=10
cl =T/(A+T)
c2 = A / (A + T)
c3 = (T + n * A) / T
c4 = -n * A / T
dl = Kin * T
d2 = c3 * cl
d3 = c4 * cl
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310 E = ref * gain -:G
Etotal = E + Etotal
Z = E + dl * Etotal
V=K*Z
X=(a0,(V+Vpl+Vp2+Vp3)+al*l'd+a2*fdpl +a_3,l'd p2+a4,fd p3-bl*Xpl-b2*Xp2-b3*Xp3)/b0
UU=e2*UUpl +d2*X+d3*Xpl
G=c2*Gpl+d2*UU+d3*UUpl
UUpl = UU
Gpl = G
first = 1
RETURN
450 'Loughborough D P A, equation (4.7), feedback path, pills error integrator
IF first = 1 GOTO 460
K = -2080
LOCATE 3, 19: PRINT "Loughborough D P A, equation (4.7)"
LOCATE 4, 35: PRINT "K="; K
BEEP
gain = 1
Kin = .5
zeta = 1.5
A = .01
n=10
aLO=( l + 3,zeta/2 + 3,n, A /T +zeta'2 /2 + 2,n, A ,zeta/T +n*n* A *A /T /T) / ( l + 3* A /T + A* A /T /T)
aL l=(-2,zeta-4,n,A /T-zeta'2-4,n, A ,zeta/T-2*n*n* A *A /T/T) / ( l + 3* A /T + A *A /T/T)
aL2=(zeta/2 +n, A /T +zeta'2 /2 + 2,n, A ,zeta/T +n*n* A *A /T /T) / ( l + 3* A /T + A *A /T /T)
bL0=(4,A/T+2, A,A /T/T)/(I +3, A /'F+A, A/T/T)
bL1 =-1 • (A/T+A, A/T/T) /(1 + 3, A /T+ A, A /T/T)
dl = Kin • T
460 E -" ref * gain - G
Etotal = E + Etotal
Z=E+dl*Etotal
V=K*Z
X=(a0,(V+Vpl +Vp2+Vp3)+al, fd+a2*fdpl +a3,fdp2+a4,fdp3-bl*Xpl-b2*Xp2=b3*Xp3)/b0
G =aL0*X+aLl*Xpl +aL2* Xp2+bL0* Gp+bLl* Gpl
Gpl = Gp
Gp=G
first = 1
RETURN
475 'Loughborough D P A, equation (4.7), forward path, plus error integrator
IF first = 1 GOTO 460
K = -3115
LOCATE 3, 19: PRINT "Lougllborough D P A, equation (4.7)"
LOCATE 4, 35: PRINT "K="; K
BEEP
gain = 1
Kin = .5
zeta = 1.5
A = .01
n=10
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495
aLO=(l + 3,zeta/2 + 3,n, A /T +zeta'2 /2 + 2*n* A *zeta/T +n*n* A *A /T /T) /( l + 3* A /T 4-A *A /T /T)
aLl=(-2*zeta-4*n*A/T-zeta'2-4*n*A*zeta/T-2*n*n*A*A/T/T)/(l+3*A/T+A*A/T/T)
aL2=-(zeta/2+n*A/T4-zeta'2/2+2*n*A*zeta/T+n*n*A*A/T/T)/(l+3*A/T+A*A/T/T)
bLO=(4, A /T + 2, A , A /T /T) / (I + 3, A /T + A * A /T /T)
bLI=-I,(A/T+A*A/T/T)/(I +3,A/q'+A*A/T/T)
d I = Kin • T
E : ref* gain - G
Etotal = E + Etotal
ZZ = aL0 • E + aLl + aL2 * Ep2 + bL0 * ZZp + t)L1 , ZZpl
Z = ZZ + dl * Etotal
V=K*Z
X=(aO,(V+Vp 1+Vp2+Vp3)+al, fd+a2, fdpl +a3,fdp2+a4* fdp3-bl*Xp 1-b2*Xp2-b3*Xp3)/bO
ZZpl = ZZp
ZZp = ZZ
G=X
first -- 1
RETURN
525 'UVa P D, equation (4.16), feedback path, plus error integrator
IF first = 1 GOTO 535
K =-405
LOCATE 4, 35: PRINT "K=-'; K
LOCATE 3, 20: PRINT "UVa P D, equation (4.16)"
BEEP
gain = 1
Kp=l
Kd = .4
Kin = .5
cl =Kd/T
c2 = Kp + cl
d l = Kin * T
535 E=ref*gain-G
Etotal = E + Etotal
Z=E+dl*Etotal
V=K*Z
X=(a0*(V+Vpl+Vp2+Vp3)+al • fd+a2, fdp 1+a3. fdp2+a4* fdp3-b i, Xp 1-b2.Xp2-b3*Xp3)fb0
G=c2*X-cl*Xpl
first = 1
RETURN
55O 'UVa P D, equation (4.16), forward path, plus error integrator
IF first = 1 GOTO 560
K = -361
LOCATE 3, 22: PRINT "UVa P D, equation (4.16)"
LOCATE 4, 35: PRINT "K="; K
BEEP
gain = 1
Kp= 1
Kd = .4
Kin = .5
cl =Kd/T
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560
c2= Kp + cl
dl = Kin • T
E = ref • gain - G
Etotal = E + Etotal
ZZ -- d l * Etotal
Z=c2* E-cl*EpI-FZZ
V=K*Z
X=(a0*(V-FVpl +Vp2+Vp3)-Fal ,fd+a2*fdpl +a3* fdp2+a4 *fdp3-bl *Xpl-b2*Xp2-b3*Xp3)/b0
G=X
first -- 1
RETURN
600 'Japan P I D, equation (4.8), forward path
IF first = 1 GOTO 610
K = -522
LOCATE 3, 15: PRINT "Japan P I D, equation (4.8)"
LOCATE 4, 35: PRINT "K="; K
BEEP
gain = 1
Kp-1
Kd = .4
Kin = .5
c1= 15.Kp/8+2. Kd/T
c2=42.Kp/8+5. Kd/T
¢3=35.Kp/8+3. Kd/T
d l - Kin * T
610 E=ref*gain-G
Etotal = E + Etotal
Z-cl*Ep2-¢2*Epl +¢3*E+dl*Etotal
V=K*Z
X=(a0,(V+Vpl +Vp2+Vp3)+al, fd+a2,fdpl+a3* fdp2+ad*fdp3-b l*Xpl-b2*Xp2-b3*Xp3)/b0
G=X
first = 1
RETURN
650 'Japan P D and I, equation (4.8), feedback path, plus error inlegrator
IF first = 1 GOTO 660
K = -391
LOCATE 3, 15: PRINT "Japan, P D, and I, equation (4.8)"
LOCATE 4, 35: PRINT "K="; K
BEEP
gain = 1
Kp= 1
Kd = .4
Kin = .5
el= 15*Kp/8+2*Kd/T
e2=42*Kp/8+5* Kd/T
c3=35.Kp/8+3. Kd/T
d l = Kin * T
660 E=ref.gain-G
Etotal = E + Etotal
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Z-- E+dl* Etotal
V--K*Z
X=(aO.(V + Vp l + Vp2 + Vp3)+a l .fd+a2.fdp l + a3* fdp2 + a4 *fdp3-b l *Xp l-b2* Xp2-b3* Xp3 ) /bO
Xtotal --- X + Xtotal
G =cl*Xp2-c2*Xpl +c3*X
first -- 1
RETURN
750 'Japan P I D, equation (4.11), forward path
IF first = 1 GOTO 760
K = -360
LOCATE 3, 18: PRINT "Japan P I D, equation (4.11)"
LOCATE 4, 35: PRINT "K="; K
BEEP
gain = 1
Kp= 1
Kd = .4
Kin = .5
aJ2 =-Kp / 12- Kd / (12 * T)
aJl=8.gp/ 12+ 16*Kd/(12*W)
aJ0=Kin*T-30.Kd/(12*T)
aJpl=-8, Kp/12+ 16, Kd/(12,T)
aJp2 = Kp / 12- Kd / (12 * T)
el=5*aJ2+2*aJl-aJpl-aJp2
c2=3*aJ2+aJl+aJp2
e3 --- aJ2 + aJ1 + aJ0 + aJpl + aJp2
760 E=ref*gain-G
Etotal = E + Etotal
Z=cl * E-e2*Epl +c3. Etotal
V=K*Z
X =(a0, (V+Vp 1+Vp2+Vp3) +a 1* fd +a2* f({p 1+a3* fd p2+a4 * fd p3- b 1*X p l-b2* Xp2-b3,Xp3)/b0
G=X
first = 1
RETURN
800 'Japan P I D, equation (4.10), forward path
IF first -- 1 GOTO 810
K =-359
LOCATE 3, 15: PRINT "Japan P I D, equation (4.10)"
LOCATE 4, 35: PRINT "K='; K
BEEP
gain = 1
Kp= 1
Kd = .4
Kin = .5
aJ2 = -Kp / 12- Kd / (12 • T)
aJ1 =8, Kp/12+ 16*Kd/(12*T)
aJ0=Kin,T-30,Kd/(12,T)
aJpl = -8 * Kp / 12 + 16 • Kd / (12, T)
aJp2 = Kp / 12- Kd / (12 * T)
cl = 6. aJ2 + 3. aJ1 +aJ0
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c2=-8*ad2-3*aJl+aJpl
c3=3*aJ2+aJl +aJp2
E = ref* gain - G
Z=cl*E+c2* Epl +c3, Ep2+ Zpl
V=K*Z
X=(a0*(V+Vpl+Vp2+Vp3)+al*fd+a2*fdpl +a3. fdp2+a4.fdp3-bl*Xpl-b2*Xp2-b3*Xp3)/b0
Zpl --Z
G=X
first= I
RETURN
850 'UVa P I D, equation (4.17),forward path
IF first= I GOTO 860
K = -359 ....
LOCATE 3,22: PRINT "UVa P I D, equation (4.17)"
LOCATE 4, 35: PRINT "K='; K
BEEP
gain = 1
Kp=l
Kd = .4
Kin = .5
cl =Kp+ Kd/T
c2 = -Kd / T
dl =T/2
860 E=ref*gain-G
Etotal = Etotal + dl * (E + Epl)
Z=cl* E+c2* Epl + Kin* Etotai
V=K*Z
X=(a0*(V+Vpl+Vp2+Vp3)+al*fd+a2*fdpl +a3*fdp2+a4*fdl)3-b l*Xpl-b2*Xp2-b3*Xp3)/b0
G=X
RETURN
900 'Oak Ridge P I D, equation (4.13), forward path
IF first = 1 GOTO 910
K =-100
LOCATE 3, 19: PRINT "Oak Ridge P I D, equation (4.13)"
LOCATE 4, 35: PRINT "K="; K
BEEP
gain = 1
Kp=l
Kdl = .4
Kd2 = .4
Kin = .5 * T
W = .5
dd0 = l - W " 3
ddl =3/2. (l-W) " 2. (1 +W)
dd2= 1 /2*(I-W)" 2
910 E=ref*gain-G
dE = E- da0
Etotal= E + Etotal
da0 = da0 + dd0 * dE
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1000
1010
1100
dal = dal + ddl * dE
da2 = da2 + dd2 *dE
Z = Kp * E -F Kdl * dal + 2 * Kd2 • da2+ Kin * Etotal
V=K*Z
X =(a0* (V+Vp 1+Vp2+Vp3)+a I * fd+a2*fill) 1+ a3, fd p2+a4 * fd p3-b I *X p I-b2* X p2-b3* Xp3)/b0
G=X
first = 1
RETURN
'Oak Ridge P I D, equation (4.15), forward path
IF first = 1 GOTO 1010
K =-400
LOCATE 3, 19: PRINT "Oak Ridge P I D, equation (4.15)"
LOCATE 4, 35: PRINT "K="; K
BEEP
gain = 1
Kp= 1
Kpp = 1
Kdl = .4
Kd2 = .4
Kdpl = .4
Kdp2 = .4
Kin = .5 * T
W = .5
dd0 = 1 - W " 3
ddl =3/2. (1- W)" 2. (1 +W)
dd2= 1 /2. (1-W):'2
E = ref* gain - G
dE : E - da0
Etotal : E + Etotal
da0 = da0 + dd0 * dE
dal = dal + ddl • dE
da2 = da2 + dd2 * dE
da0p = da0 + dal + da2
dalp = dal + 2* da2
da2p = da2
Z Kpp,da0p+Kp,da0+Kdpl,dal p+., Kdp2*da2p+Kd l*dai +2*kd2*da2+Km*Etotal
V=K*Z
X=(a0,(V+Vpl+Vp2+Vp3)+al ,fd+a2,fdp l+a3,fdp2+a4,fdp3-bl ,X p 1-b2*Xp2-b3*Xp3)/b0
G=X
first = 1
RETURN
'Tustin's P I D, equation (B-5), forward path
IF first = 1 GOTO 1110
K = -396
LOCATE 3, 22: PRINT "Tustin's P I D, equation (B-5)"
LOCATE 4, 35: PRINT "K="; K
BEEP
gain = 1
Kp= 1
78
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Kd = .4
Kin = .5
cl =Kp+ 2, Kd /T + T , Kin /2
c2 = T • Kin - 4 * Kd / T
c3=T*Kin/2+2* Kd/T-Kp
E = ref, gain o G
Z=cl,E+c2, Epl +c3, Ep2+Zp2
V=K*Z
X=(a0*(V+Vpl+Vp2+Vp3)+al,fd+a2,fdpl +a3,fil p2+a4*fdp3-bl*Xpl-b2*Xp2-b3*Xp3)/b0
G=X
Zp2 = Zpl
Zpl = Z
first = 1
RETURN ......
_ _ = = i¸
7.q
Tustin's Method of Transformation
APPENDIX B
The Tustin's transformation is a transformation from tile S-domain to the z-domain by
substituting into the S-domain equation:
(z- 1) where T is the sampling time
S=_(z+ 1)' (B-l)
Tile Tustin's transformation is only an approximation between the S-domain and z-domain
which is based on the trapezoidal integration formula. This transformation gives good results as
long as the sampling rate is high.
For a dual phase-advance controller given as:
V /'I+nAS'_ 2 1 +2nAS+(nAS') =
T =\I-I-A S} - 1 +2AS+(A S) _
(B-2)
then substituting in the Tustin's transformation of eq,,ation B-l, tile dual phase-advance has the
form:
V k = a0e k + alek_l+ a2¢k_ _ - blVk_ 1 - b2Vk_ 2 (B-3)
where:
ao--
(T2 + 4nAT + 4hA _)
(T 2+4AT+4A =)
hi=
(2T 2 - 8A _)
(T 2+4AT+4A _)
8O
(2T 2 - 8nA 2)
al= (T 2 + 4AT + 4A 2) b,,=
('1"2 - 4AT + 4A 2)
(T _ +4AT+4A 2)
(T 2 - 4nAT + 4nA 2)
as= (T 2+4AT+4A 2)
For a P I D controller given as:
V = K IKp + Kd ,5'+ -K-_I (B-4)
then substituting in the Tustin's transformation of equation B-4,,the P I D has the form:
V k = aoc k + alek_l+ a_¢k_ 2 + Vk_ 2 (B-5)
where:
2 K d KinT 4 K d KinT 2 Kd
a0= Kp + _ + 2 al= KinT T a2- 2 + _ - Kp
The equations B-3 and B-5 are used as the Tustin's controller algorithms in the simulation
program.
The dual phasing-advance controller described by equation B-3 is referred to as Tustln's
D P A. The P I D controller described by equation B-5 is referred to as Tustin's P I D.
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